THE STRUCTURE OF SPACES OF TOEPLITZ MATRICES
R. J. MILGRAM (Received 13 March 1992) Finite Toeplitz matrices, i.e. matrices, t,, with coefficients of the form ai,j = ai-j, appear in many areas of mathematics ranging from applied mathematics and mathematical physics, through algebraic geometry. In algebraic geometry they occur as the underlying objects associated to the local deformations of holomorphic C2-bundles over @P', see e.g. [S] . In mathematical physics they occur as the building blocks of the basic stratification of the SU(2) instanton moduli spaces over S4 used in [3] recently to solve the Atiyah-Jones conjecture. In analysis, they arise as the finite-dimensional analogs of generalized shift operators in Hilbert space which are basic examples of elliptic operators. In this paper we consider the varieties of projective equivalence classes of non-zero t,'s, (tn E at, for all non-zero complex numbers, a), which are consequently parametrized by the complex projective space CpznV2. But within this space we specialize to the study of the subvarieties Tn,k consisting of those t, with dim(kernel(t,)) b k, and the open varieties F n,k = Tn,k -Tn,k+r consisting of those t, with dim(kernel(t,)) = k. It is the F",k which are, in fact, the building blocks for the stratification of &k developed in [3] , and our major motivation for the study here is to provide the information on the cohomology and structure of these building blocks which will be needed for a more detailed analysis of the spaces Jflk themselves.
We start with the space of non-singular Toeplitz matrices, F",O. Here our results are complete. The following result is essentially Theorem 1.6 in the text. = (ap, + bp, cp, + dp,).
THEOREM

A. The space of all non-singular n x n-Toeplitz matrices, J&, is homeomorphic to the orbit space under the action of GL2(C) on the space of pairs (pI(z),p2(z)) of coprime polynomials with max(deg(p,(z)), deg(p2(z))) = n where the action is given as
Remark. The set of projective equivalence classes of such coprime pairs, (pi(z), p2(z)), with the degree condition can be identified with the space of unbased holomorphic maps 4: CP' + @P' of degree n which we denote Rat,(@P'), and the quotient above is the same as the quotient of the projective equivalence classes of these pairs by the quotient group PSL2 (C) (acting by composition with linear fractional transformations). When we use this action we see that every orbit contains a based holomorphic map 4 with c$( co) = 1, and the quotient is thus the quotient of the based maps, Rat,*(@P') by the action of the isotropy group of 1, a parabolic subgroup, homotopy equivalent to S', and Fn,O N Rat,*(CP')/S'.
The space Rat,*(@P') was studied in [S, 121 and, in particular, in the second reference of the groups H*(Rat,*(CP'); A) were determined for all (simple) coefficients A. In Section 2 we study the Serre spectral sequence for the resulting fibration determine all the differentials in the spectral sequence converging to H*(Rat,*(@P')/S'; A) for A = H/p, where p is any prime and consequently obtain the E, term completely. It follows that for these A we have complete information about H*(&; A). There are some extension problems which occur in studying the groups H*(.Y",,; Z). We know most of what happens but not all the extensions. This is discussed briefly at the end of Section 2.
Next we turn to the structure of the varieties Fn,k with k > 0. It turns out that Tn,k is a singular variety with singularity set exactly T.,k+ 1. This is proved in Section 4 where we extend slightly some of the results along these lines in [3] . Of particular importance is Theorem 3.2 which shows that the kernel of a Toeplitz matrix is generated by a single vector and its images under shift operators.
THEOREM B. Let t,E Tn,k -T,,,k+lr then there is a vector w E Ker(t,)
so that
Ker(t,) = (w, s(w), . . . , sk-'(w)). Moreover,
(1) Thejrst k -1 coordinates of w, wl = ..' = wk_l =O.
(2) w is unique up to multiplication by a non-zero scalar c.
This was proved in [3] using the theory of holomorphic bundles; however, here a proof is given which more directly depends on the properties of Toeplitz matrices. The ideas underlying this proof will become more important as the paper proceeds.
The process here for studying the homology of yn,k is to use Poincare duality and study instead the pt3iI-S (Tn,k, Tn,k+l ). Also, in Section 4 we recall the desingularizing variety En,k associated to T,,k which was constructed in [3] . It is given as the projectivization of a certain holomorphic vector bundle over @pk. .j=o (27) where D: = H*(SP'(S3 v S'), SP'-l(S3 v S'); A) and SF(X) is the r-fold symmetric product of X, the space of unordered r-tuples of points of X. The groups RF are well known and determined, for example, in [11] but they are reviewed in (32)-(35). The first differential in this spectral sequence is determined in Section 8 and preliminary calculations are made. The structure of the spectral sequence is similar to that of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence but the fact that the bundle in En,k is not trivial causes the differential to be twisted in an unusual way.
It is easily seen that F&-i 2 @IJ'l c @P'2"-2 via the degree (2n -l)-embedding. But beyond this, among the explicit calculations that we give to suggest some idea of the structure of the F& are the groups H*(F0.n_2; Z) and H*(F,,.,_,; Z). The results, Proposition 8.2 and (39), are We do not give the complete determination of the differentials for Yn,n _s with s > 3, but we do carry the results far enough to determine the rational cohomology groups, obtaining the following theorem, which is a combination of Theorems 2.2,&l and 10.3 in the text, as one of our key results.
THEOREM C. The rational cohom~logy groups ofthe projective Toeplitz varieties ure given as ,~ol~ows~
In turn, this result leads to a complete determination of the rational cohomoiogy of the strata in the stratification of the J& referred to earlier. We discuss this in some detail in the last section and expect to return to it in further work. In particular we write down this E, term for Jz and A3. Since AZ has the homotopy type of a fibration with fiber SO (3) over the Grassmann manifold of 2 planes in R ', G2,3, [7] , its rational cohomology is well known. This forces the differentials in the spectral sequence of A2. In turn these differentials force further differentials for AX, and this allows us to conclude that there is either a rational class in dimension 5 or 7 for jke,. For reasons which will be discussed in forthcoming work there is also a rational class in dimension 11. This, in turn, forces the existence of a rational class in dimension either 10 or 8.
It follows that the rational cohomology of the 4, above the stable dimension [k/2] -1 has the potential for becoming quite complex. This probably has important implications for the associated quantum field theory, as even dimensional torsion free cohomology groups imply the existence of non-trivial stable complex bundles on the moduli space which can, in turn, be associated to new types of particles tied into the instantons.
THE SPACE OF NON-SINGULAR TOEPLITZ MATRICES
We begin our discussion of the Toeplitz varieties by discussing the structure of the subspace Y",, = CP2"-' -T,., consisting of the projective equivalence classes of nonsingular Toeplitz matrices. The main result of this section identifies YR,O as having the homotopy type of a quotient, Rat~(@iP')/S' where Rat,*(CP") is the space of based holomorphic maps of degree n, CP ' -+ @P ', and the S'-action is free. The space Rat: (@P ') has been studied in [S] and its homology is well understood now, but the S'-action has not been considered previously.
.., 
where the M,,i, up to signs, run over the (n -1) x (n -l)-minors of C(t,), so, since Det(t,) # 0 it follows that at least one of the Mn,k # 0.) COROLLARY 1.2. Let t, be non-singular, then Ker(B(t,)) is two dimensional, and there is a j, 1 < j < n + 1, such that,for any basis ofKer(B(t,)), El = the determinant Proof: Suppose the minor of C(t,) obtained by deleting the (j -1)th column is non-zero. . .
a,+1
is non-singular and the first two columns of E,,j(t,)-' span the kernel of B(t,). If we write these columns as El, E2 then Any other basis for Ker(B(t,)) has the form E; = aE' + bE2, E; = cE, + dEz where the matrix is non-singular and then
To this point we have not used the connection of the Toeplitz matrices with deformations of holomorphic C2-bundles over CP', but recall how this occurs, [S] . The generic deformation of the bundle 5" 0 c-" over @Pi has clutching function Here p(z,z-') = alz'-" + a2z2-n + ... + a, + a,+lz + ... + a2.-1zn-1 and T(x, z) represents an isolated jump of type (n, -n) when x = 0 which is trivial over CP2 x (C -0) if and only if Det(t,) # 0, [8] .
A holomorphic section of the bundle with clutching function T(x, z) is a pair of vectors so that, w, u, p and q are holomorphic in the stated variables and, setting c = l/z then T(x, z)S= = SC. When Det(t,) # 0 then B(t,) determines the form of the sections of the bundle associated to T(x, z) when x # 0. Indeed, if El, E2 are generators for the kernel of B(t,), then we form the polynomials pr(zz) = cr,r,z" + e2.1z"-1 + .'a + e,+l,l, pz(z) = e,,zz" + ez.zz'-' + t.. + e,-+ 1.2. Since El and E2 are in the kernel of B(t,) it is easy to check that pi(z)p(Z, z-') = ui(z-') + znwi(z) where ai and wi are polynomials of degree at most n -1. It follows that the matrix
has as its columns two holomorphic sections of the resulting bundle. Moreover, these sections are independent since they give, when x # 0 a basis for sections of the (trivial) Cz bundle there, again see [S] , though a proof which depends only on formal properties of Toeplitz matrices can be given. Example 1.3. This may help clarify the discussion above. Consider the deformation of i3 @ t-3 given by the clutching matrix has kernel generated by
and pr(z) = zZ, pz(z) = z3 -1. It follows that wl(z) =l and wz(z) = z so the associated matrix which describes the global sections when x # 0 is given as
In particular, Det(&) = x which should be no surprise because the determinant bundle for this deformation is trivial. Indeed, this implies that the determinant above, being a section of the determinant bundle is actually a holomorphic function on @ x CP', since the only holomorphic functions on UP1 are constants, the determinant cannot depend on z. In particular, s is defined once an ordered basis of C" is given, and such a basis will be assumed whenever we use s. (Indeed the particular basis will always be obvious from the context.) Note that
I claim that the 2n -2 vectors HI, sH1, . . . , .s~-~H~, sHz, . . . , s"-~H~ are linearly independent. Indeed, the shift operators correspond to multiplication by z, and if they were linearly dependent, there would be two polynomials, Y(Z), w(z), both of degree less than n, so that r(z)pl(z) + w(z)p2(z) = 0 (by defining r(z) in terms of the coefficients of HI, . . . , snm2H1 in the linear relation, and w(z) in terms of the coefficients of HZ, . . . , s"-'H2 in the same relation). On the other hand, the assumption that pi(z), p2(z) are coprime implies that such a relation is impossible. The claim follows.
Consequently, the annhilator space in the dual space (C2'-')* to the subspace, W, of C2"-' where is non-trivial and one-Dimensions. Choose a non-zero (row) vector in this space and write it (%,a29 *.. and conversely, if we start with t,, the polynomials pi(z), p2(z) are only defined up to the same indeterminancy.
On the other hand, the space of projective equivalence classes of coprime polynomial pairs, (pi(z), p2(z)) satisfying the degree condition ~~x(~eg(~~(z), pZ(z)) = n is exactly the space of holomorphic maps CP' -+ CP' which we denote Rat,(CP"). The correspondence Proof: Most of this has been verified already. We need to check that the action is, in fact, free. Thus suppose Since P has the homotopy type of the circle S' it follows that up to homotopy type we have
This space is given as fibration, so we have an alternate description as the total space of a fibration Rat,*(@ff ') -+ F"-,,O --+ CP".
Thus we have a spectral sequence for each n with Ek' = H"(@P"; Hj(Rat,*(CP"); A))
2j+l,j so E2 = 0 and, writing b for a specific generator of H'(@P"; Z) we have E: = hi @ ~j(Ra~~(~~ '); A). In ES) we determined the groups ~*(Ra~~(~~'); Z/p) for all primes p. Consequently, the &-terms are known in these cases and in the next section we determine all the differentials in the spectral sequences above when A = Z/p.
THE GROUPS H*(
There is a natural inclusion of Rat,*(CIFD') into the component of degree n maps Q2Sz c R'S2 N fi2S3 x H, and the main result of [SJ shows that in homology the inclusion is injective onto a specific subgroup of H,(Q2S3; A) for any (simple) coefficients A. We now describe this image.
To begin note that the loop sum map, QX x QX + SZX, makes H,(fZX; ff) into a Hopf algebra for any field lF. Moreover, when X is already a loop space, then the Hopf algebra structure is commutative and cocommutative. In particular, when H,(QX; F) is locally finite a basic structure theorem of Bore1 and Hopf for Hopf algebras gives that H, (SZX; IF) is a tensor product of an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators and a very restricted algebra on the even generators when the characteristic of p is odd. (For details see e.g. [9] .) Also, for H,(R2Y; Z/p) and each prime p there is an operation
Q1:Hi(n2y;;Z/p)~Hpi+p-_l(~'Y;iZ/~)
which has the properties Q,(xy) = Qi(x)y + xQi(y), Qi(x + y) = Qi(x) + Qi(y). We denote the i-fold iteration of the operator by Q{(x). Then we have ~*(~2S3;~/~) = E(ei, Qt(el), . . . ,Qitet), . . . )~~/~C~Q~t~~), . . . ,~~~(e~), . . . I (7) when p is an odd prime. Here fix is the mod(p) Bochstein of x, and E(xr , . . . ) is the exterior algebra over h/p on the stated (odd dimensional) generators. In the case p = 2 we have the simpler result H,(0'S3; Z/Z) = &'2Ee1, Ql(eA, . . . , e',@d, . I-
The Hopf algebra structure is completely determined by the fact that each of the generators above is primitive. Consequently,
the exterior algebra on the generators (Qf(e1)2')*. For p odd we obtain
. . )O v (10)
where I' is the polynomial algebra on the generators (PQi (e#')*, truncated by the relations ((~Q~(e~)pr)*)p =0 for all i and r. To describe the groups H,(Rat,*(@P'); Z/p) we introduce a filtration into the groups tJ,(R2S3; Z/p). For each monomial, m, in the generators above Fi(m) is defined by setting
For example ~~{Q~(e~~) = ~i(~Q~(e~)) = pi, ~i(Q~(e~)Q~(e~)) = p' -t-pj. Then we have that ti,(Rat:(@P'); Z/p) is the subgroup of H,(RZS3; E/p) generated by all those monomials with Fi(m) 6 n. The following results completely describe the structure of the spectral sequence converging to H,(Fn,,; Z/p) with E'ij = H'(C!""; Hj(R&(CP'); Z/p)). Proofs. Define the space Rutf(CP1)( ) w as the subspace of Rat:(@P') that consists of maps @P ' -+ @P ' which can be written in the form {Any holomorphic map # : W' -+ UP1 with c$( 00) = 1 has this form without the restriction that the poles lie in the stated unit disk about w, but f5] points out that the inclusion of this set with constrained poles into the entire Rutk*(CP1) is a homotopy equivalence.)
THEOREM 2.2. d'fe') = nb with ~~tegru~ c~e~~~~~ts. Moreover, ifp does not divide n, we have ~*(~ut~(~~~~~ Z/Z) z E(eJ Q V(n), and E3 = E, = V(n).
The action of S1 takes the holomorphic map (f: CP'l -+ CP') to the composition z H eief(z) + 1 -eie, thus we have As an example, we use this lemma to prove the first result. The case for Rut:(@P') is clear, so consider the iterate of the * operation Ra~~(~~')~O) x Ru~~(~~')(3) x .e' x Ra~~(~~')(3(n -1))-*-1* Rat:(@P'). Ol@f$@l@ ... 01
and d
2 (a n * n 2 n .
We now establish the &fferentials for coefficients Z/2. This is an induction. The critical case is when n =2'. Here we use the map Rur~~-,(~~')(O) x Rat&(Cff')(3) --+ Rat;@P ') and the fact that res*((Q; (e,)')*) = Ci(Q;(er)j)* @ (Q:(ei)s-j)*. The kernel of the cohomology map
is generated by the top dimensional class, Qi(ei)*, and so the restriction determines the differentials on all the terms but this class. Moreover, the image of that differential must lie in the kernel of t*. Consequently, d'(Q~(e~)*) =O. Now, naturality and the inductive step controls all the differentials, dzm for 2m < 2S. For d2' we note that +t+*(Qf-'(ei)*) = Q';-'(el)* @ 1 -t-l 0 Qi-'(ei)* and the differential of this class is zero. But ik*((Q\-'(e,)* Qi-'(ei))*) = Q\-'(ei)* @ Qi-'(el)* which has differential equal to the image of b"-' Qf-' (el)*. Thus this differential is established.
At each stage we must also be a bit careful of the class Qi(ei)*. But it is easy to note that at each stage the kernel of the map on E,-terms continues to be generated by QT(ei)*.
At this point, using these differentials we find that the products b'B for 0 E H*(Rat;@X-D1); Z/2) are zero for 12 2'-' except when @ = 1 or when 8 = Qf(el)*. But, since S' acts freely on R~r~(~~'~ it follows that the quotient has the homotopy type of a finite dimensional complex. Consequently, we must have
Finally, in the case n =2' +2'+' w we use the pairing
and an induction on the number of l's in the dyadic expansion of n to control the differentials and finish the proof for p =2. In the case of Rut,, the d4-differential on Qi(el)* is zero, and this is the biggest change. On the other hand, In general the role of Qr(ei)* is to drop the two order of b2 by one from that of b, while Q:(e&* drops the two order of b4 by one from that of b2, and so on. It is actually this change of two orders which essentially forces the structure of the spectral sequence discussed above.
SHIFT CYCLICITY OF' THE KERNELS OF THE tn
We now prepare for our discussion of the topology and geometry of the Tn,k, k > 1, by proving that the kernel of any Toeplitz matrix is cyclically generated under the shift operator s (cf. [3, Lemma 2.121). This sharply cuts down on the types of subspaces which can be the kernel of t, and allows us to construct explicit desingularizations of the TE,k in Section 4. LEMMA 
Let then B(t,) has row rank exactly n -k. (B(t,J is de~ned in (1)).
ProoJ: The rows oft, span an n -k dimensional row space. By projecting onto the first n columns, the rows of B(t,) span at least an n -k -1 dimensional row space. Assume it is exactly n -k -1 dimensional. Then there are k independent relations among these rows. LetabasisforthembeR,=(r,,, ,._., r+,_,,i) ,..., Rk=(rl,k ,..., r,_r,&.Then,byprojecting onto the first n columns we have But I claim that the span of these two row sets ((07 r l.l, . . . ,r,-,,t , . . . ,
are linearly independent. However, this is a contradiction to the assumption that t, E Yn,k.
n We now have (2) w is unique up to multiplication by a non-zero scalar c.
ProoJ First (1) and Ker(t,) = (w, s(w), . . . , skml (w)) imply that w is characterized as the unique (up to a non-zero scalar multiple) non-zero vector of Ker(t,) with the greatest number of leading zeros. The remaining statements are trivially true when k = 1 for any n. The theorem is thus proved for n = 2. Assume it for n and k > 2. We wish to show it for (a 1, *** 3 a,+J@ = Ah ,.. , ~,+WW.
Thus there are four cases depending on the inner products (a,+1, . . . ra2n+1)% (aI, . . . , a,+dfW.
If they are both zero then Ker(t,+ 1) = Ker(A).
If th e fi rs is zero but the second is not then t Ker(t,+l) = (W, .., , s'-l (G)). If the second is zero but the first is not then In each case the statement of the theorem is verified and the induction is established
THE RESOLUTION OF THE SINGULAR SETS IN THE Tn,k
The Tn,k are algebraic varieties in CP2"-2 since their defining equations are the vanishing of all the n -k -1 dimensional minors of the Toeplitz matrix t,. We prove that the singular set of T,,, is exactly Tn,k+ I and we construct a desingularizing variety, a complex manifold En,k together with an algebraic map &k: En,k -+ Tn.k which is one to One On rtiSk C Tn,k. Further we study the inverse images of the T,,k+s in En,k and introduce the additional structure of a type of action map, CP" x E,qk+s + En.k, which will ultimately enable us to understand the spaces T,,k themselves. Proof The equations which determine r,, k state that all n -k -1 dimensional minors of t, are zero. Note that the partial derivatives of each of these equations are sums of (n -k -2)-dimensional minors. Indeed, a/~?( a on the equation for a particular minor i) consists of the sum (with appropriate signs) over all the (n -k -2)-minors obtained by deleting the ith row and jth column if and only if ai is the coefficient in that position.
In particular this shows that T,,k + 1 _ c Sing (T,,,) . On the other hand, we will show in the remainder of this section that there are non-singular algebraic varieties E,,k together with algebraic maps r&: En,k + Tn,k so that &,k is l-l restricted to r$(y& and n,:(T,,,+ i) has complex codimension 1 in &k. In PartiCUlar E,, k -7'~~;: (T&k + 1) iS a COmpkX manifold and since rt,,k restricted to this set is a complex analytic homeomorphism it follows that the image set contains no singular points of the variety. The Whitney bundle sum rn[i, Cm + rncf -+ CP" is defined as the set of equivalence classes
In this case the projectivized bundle is
Consequently, the projectivized bundle is just the product @IFp"'-' x CP". However, the associated line bundle is twisted. It is given as the set of triples (Z, 1, v) N (2'62, z'B1, zv) which, with respect to the product structure, is the tensor product of the Hopf bundle i$ 1 on the first factor, with the line bundle rt on the second factor. Consequently, since the first Chern classes of tensor products of line bundles add, we see that the total Chern class of the associated line bundle is 1 + bcp-1 + ibcp.. Now we construct our desingularization of T,,,. It will turn out to be the projectivization of a holomorphic vector bundle over ClFD"-" which is stably isomorphic to (2n -l)&_$(.
Recall that Tn,* is the subset of T,, consisting of those t, with ~~~(~e~(~~)) >, k. (x', . . , , sflpke2 (xl))) = n -k and the first statement follows. Now (2n -l)t,=:, = ((2n -1)&k)*, and the sets {x',ss(x')}, 0 d s 4 k -1 can be regarded as independent sections of (2n -1) t,'_ k. So their annihilator is holomorphic to the quotient bundle. The second statement follows.
To finish the proof consider a E Tn,k+s -Tn,k+s+l with (x, . . . , xk-'(x)) G &r(a). Let Ker(a) = (y, s(y), . . . , sk+s-l (y)), then we must be able to write x = Al)y + Uls(_V) + *" + AjS"(y), and conversely, if x has the form above then (x, . . . , skel(x)) G Ker(a). Thus n-'(a) = {a, &y + ... + Ass"(y)} This completes the proof.
We next consider the relation between the above construction and &&+s. We have the diagram 
This composite lifts cannonically ((t,, v) E E,, k +S H (t,, v) but now thought of as lying in
and we have the following two propositions. 
(This is direct by checking on individual points.) PROPOSITION We can specialize this diagram to the case s = t + 1, obtaining
Dejine V,,k.s = p,:(T,,,,+,)
and with respect to this diagram we have that the associated map from the double mapping cylinder for the pair (11, (id x i)) under the natural map into V,,k,r induces isomorphisms in homology since the induced maps of the cofibers of the vertical arrows are homotopy equivalences.
AN ITERATE MAPPING CYLINDER CONSTRUCTION FOR THE V.,,,,
We now define a sequence of spaces, given combinatorially in terms of the En,k and the multipiication maps, pn,k,st which will serve to give the homotopy types of the spaces Vn,k.s.
Denote by K ' the r-simplex with barycentric coordinates (ti, . . . , t,) where Cti = 1, ti B 0. The ith face Fi(cT'-l), 1 < i < r is the subspace with ri =O. 
CP2 x E,,,_+-----e@P'
x En,n_2
where we identify over F,(I) x (@lP1)' x En+,-1 with CP2 x En,,-1 by the multiplication while on the second face F2(Z) x (CP')2 x E,,,_ I we use to make our identification. This space has the homotopy type of P'n,n-3. r.
As a second example consider J&'~.~. The primary space here is rr2 x (@P')3 x E,,,_ 1. There is also the subspace generated by the faces I x @P2 x CP' x En,n_lr UP3 x En,,_, , and @P2 x E,, n _ 2. This subspace has the homotopy type of V,,, _ 4, 2. Now the complement of this set is spanned by the interiors of the faces 0' x (@P")3 x En,,_ 1, I x CP' x @II@ x En,,_ %, I x CP' x CP' x En,n_2, and the vertex C=P' x En,n_3. If we leave out this vertex the space has the homotopy type of (0,l) x CIP' x V,,,_ 3. 1, with identification via the inclusion with a subset of @P" x E,,,_ 3, when we put the vertex back. On the other hand, going to the opposite face, this is just the map @Pi x Vn,n_3,1 + I'n,._4.2r induced by pu,,, _ 3. 1. geometrically, what &k,s does is take an (s -I)-simplex and, over each face puts a certain product @P'f x s.s x @P'r x En,n_K_ 1 where the products over higher dimensional faces are glued to those over lower faces by the various multiplication maps above. given on points by (tr, . . . , t,, x1, . . . , x,, e) H (x1. x2 ... x, . e) in the multiplication defined by the n. In particular, on the vertices, /z is the map nL,,,_,_l,t.
Within A?,,, we have the following subspaces: A'",,, i is the image of all the points coming from the union:
where the point in G.'-' does not lie on the face F,(g'-'). That is to say tl # 0 and the first CP'l is fixed to be CP'. Since tl # 0, the CP' term is never multiplied into a bigger C=Pi+'so &n,s,i = @Pi x Y for an appropriate space Y, at least as point sets. In general, to assure that a quotient space is a product we should take the compactly generated topology on the quotient, but here there is no difficulty of that kind. In Jke',,,,i fix the first coordinate tr = 1 -E, defining the space An,s,i(E). We have and these homeomorphismsjt together to give a homeomorphism Proof The points in a'-' of the form (1 -E, tZ, . . . , t,) give a copy of a C2 with barycentric coordinates (t2, . . . , t,), C*, tj = E, and the identifications that occur when t, =O, 2 < m < r are precisely those in Jatn,s_i producted with a copy of @Pi which is not affected by these identifications, hence descends to the quotient to give the quotient as a product as well. (Since the quotient space is compact for each E, the compactly generated topology coincides with the quotient topology and hence the quotient space is actually a product.)
n AS E H 0 the copy of &n,s_i is identified with points in E",n_s+i_ 1 via Also, note that J%!,,~,~, the closure of _&,,,,i, is given as the union THEOREM 
The map A:A,,,-, V,z.,-,-I,I = En,,-,-, induces a homology isomorphism between A"., and its image V~,n_s_l,l = p-'(T,,._,).
Moreover, the restriction of ;i. 
THE REDUCED CONSTRUCTION
Now we consider a "reduced construction" analogous to that of the A,,,. This construction continues the idea of reducing everything to the /A,,~,~ maps, but now constructs explicit models for Tn,k. In turn, these models have a natural filtration which leads to a spectral sequence with explicit E,-term that serves as our main tool for computing the cohomology of the Ym,k.
To build these spaces consider the space When we look at the region Jl/;l,S,l consisting of all points with defect 3 E, then we see immediately that _+,,,,l = &,,_ [. Also, there is an evident projection defined byrc(((ro, . . . , r,), x1, . . . , xv, e}) = p(e), and rc,,, restricted to Mn.,, I is identified with r~,,,_~ under the identification above between J+;,s.l and A',,,_*.
We now have, by a direct induction using our previous theorem. gives an increasing filtration of a space with the same homology type as T,,,-,-l/T,,,-s. 
(The groups H*(SP*(X), SP*-'(X); A) are determined in [ 1 l] for X any based CW complex, and, in the case X = S3, are closely tied to the homology of the loop space Q2S3. We review these results for S3 v S' after the proof of the theorem.)
ProojI The basic point which needs to be verified is the appearance of SP"-j(S3 v S').
The argument for this is basically contained in [lo] . First note that we can identify CP" with the set of projective equivalence classes of polynomials of degree < n with coefficients in @. Indeed, we make the identi~cation Of course, we must be a little careful when the degree of the polynomial changes. Heuristically, we regard this as putting the missing roots at 00, but actually, we should regard @aD" as the set of projective equivalence classes of non-zero holomorphic sections of the line bundle [-" over the Riemann sphere S2. Precisely, a section of this bundle is a pair (p(z), q(w)) where p(z) = aozn + +f. + a,, and q(l/z) = z-"p(z) so p(z) represents the section in the usual trivialization of [-" over the z-coordinate chart, and q(w) represents the trivialization over the w-chart.) Each section has exactly n roots counting multiplicity and, up to multiplication by a non-zero constant is determined by its roots. The correspondence between the O's of the sections and the points of @IV gives us our identi~cation between 03" and SP"(S2).
When we look at a point of 4 x (c[FD'l x ... x @[ID"< we can identify it with an unordered I*, i,-tuple of points in I x S2 as follows. First we represent the points of C* by an r-tuple of elementsO<t1<t2< '.. <t,gl,where,if(z,,...,z,+,) are the barycentric coordinates of a point in rY, then ti = 21 Zj. Clearly F,(G') is the face t1 =O, while the faces Fi(C'), 1 < i < r f 1 are given by requiring that tj_ 1 = t. Finally, the face F,, l(ar) is given by t, = 1. 
where the ti appearing in the pair (ti, 0:) is determined by the superscript on the 8. Now, note that when we pass to the space of interest, Fj(i(n, s)/p,-l(n, s) when ti is 0 or 1 we end up in the space we quotient out. Hence we identify (0, z) -(1, z) -* where * is a disjoint base point. But this is just S3 v S' and we see that in the quotient we get SP"-j(S3 v S'), except that anytime we see * in the (s -j)-tuple of points of S3 v S' which represents a point of SP"-j(S3 v S') we collapse it off.
On the other hand, the subspace of SP"-j(S3 v S') where one or more e's appear in the unordered (s -j)-tuple is SP"-j-'(S3 v S'), and the remainder of the proof is now direct.
n We now recall the structure of the groups H*(SPj(S3 v S'), SPj-'(S3 v S'); A). A result of Steenrod, [6] , gives These groups and generators should be compared with the groups and generators in Example 2.1. They are formally dual, and this duality is explained, indeed is vital in [S].
THE FIRST DIFFERENTIAL IN THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES
The relative space 9j(n, s)/Fj-1 (n, s) is written as a quotient of 
where ~(bi, y) E H*(E",._j_ 1; Z) is determined by the product map ~~,,-j-i,i: CP' X&,,-j-tE,,,-j-l.
Thus, to determine the explicit form of d' we need to determine P,,~, 1 in homology or cohomology. Since the map in cohomology is easier we determine it now. From (13) and Lemma 4.3 we have To see the second is a little more difficult. In homology there are three generators in dimension 2 contained in H,(CP" x En,k+s; Z). The first can be taken as the usual generator e c H,(@P"; Z) which can be represented as the set of points of the form ((i,, 7,0, . . . , 0), {to}, vO) for fixed to, ue, generating Ker(te). The second can be taken to be the generator on the fiber, regarded as the set of points ((LO, ... 1 01, (7, L 0, . . . , O), (0, . . , 0, 1)).
The third has the property that it projects to the usual generator on the base. A good choice for that generator is d = ((l,O, . ,O), {r"-', r2n-3L, . . . , i2n-2},(~, /l,O, . . . ,O) ).
Then to find dis(f) we determine the restriction of the cannonical line bundle to the images of each of these classes. Thus, the bundle on d is given as the points (t (z   2n-2 )...) 3L2n-2),7,1)-(C (-1t(72n-2 ,...)
12"-2),c17,cIA), CXEC, tE@ but, then, as a triple (t, 7, A) w (a -2n+ 't, ~7, cd), and the bundle restricted to this class is [' -2n. Similarly, we calculate on e, where the bundle over e is In the spectral sequence the differential behaves somewhat differently on the two pieces described in (34). First there is a "projection" part, and to get the projection part equal to zero we must add correction terms, h'f j-i. We omit the details as they are fundamentally similar to the calculation above.
Generalizing these considerations we have: But in this matrix, the first square block is non-singular when i = 1, and the first block (ending with the column labeled by h'-'f'-'e3) together with the last column is nonsingular for i > 1. Thus, in these degrees the map is surjective on the kernel of d' and the result follows. n 9. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR THE @P"-"
To get some idea of the higher differentials in the spectral sequence for T&T,,,+ i we consider the construction using the UP's instead of the En,k. Thus ,?Pn., is the quotient of We next want to show that the cohomology map H*(C.P2"-2; Q) +H*(Tn,n-k; Qa)
induced from the usual inclusion T",n_k c @$ 2n-2 is surjective in all dimensions and for all k. Given that, it follows directly, using Poincare duality, that the inclusion rn,n_k + @P2"-2 also induces a surjection in rational cohomology, and from this that the total space of the induced S' fibering over Fn, n-k has the rational homology type of the 3-sphere. In order to do this it suffices to show that for the composition E,,n_k + Tn,"-k + @P2"-2 the cohomoiogy map in dimension 4k -2 is surjective. We will prove it in 2 steps. First we will give a ciosed formula forfk+". Then, using this we will explicitly determine the image of bzk-' in H4k-2(E,,,_k; Q) and show that it is non-zero. We now study the structure of the elementfk+S in N*(E,,,_,). Proof: We verify that the coefficients uI,, satisfy the same initial conditions and recursive definition as the terms in the lemma. We have
when we replace f k in the expression f. f k+s after expanding out f k+s. Since the coefficients are correct when s =0 the corollary follows.
n We now consider the map E,,._k -+ T",n_k + Cp2"-2 which is projection of the pair (t", u) to t,. Note first that the image of the class d (on which h evaluates to give 1) is 2n -2 times the usual generator e, while the image of the class on the fiber is just e. Consequently, since (Ad) =1 -2n, we see that e* of+ (4n -3)h and
Note that since 2k -1 is odd we have
Moreover, by elementary estimates we have
so it follows that the coefficient above is non-zero and we have the following key result. 
SOME RATIONAL CALCULATIONS FOR THE INSTANTON MODULI SPACES
In [3] a StratifiCatiOn Of the moduli spaces && Of gauge eqUiValenCe &SSeS Of su(2)-Yang-Mills instantons on S4 was constructed and used to prove the Atiyah-Jones conjecture. The strata all are given in terms of iterate fibrations using the Toeplitz varieties yn,k. Specifically, these iterate fibrations are described by non-decreasing sequences of positive integers, G = (ul < v2 < ... < u,) which, counting equal signs, we can write in the form fWil < wi2 < .._ < wf'), SO here w = ur = o2 = ..* = Ui, < oi,+r = wzr etc. Then the iterate fibration associated to G, gG has the form where C,(C) consists of ordered t-tuples of distinct complex numbers (zr, . . . , z,), zi # zj if i # j, and V is the subgroup generated by the set of transpositions which interchange i and j if and only if Gi = Gj. The multiplicity of a stratum is Ci m(Gi) and the strata for A?~ are precisely those with multipIicity exactly k. Moreover, the codimension of the stratum above, assuming its multiplicity is k, (so it is contained in A',J, is 2k -Ci l(Gi) -t, and its normal bundle in A$ has a complex structure. In particular, it is oriented.
Given all this, the El term of the spectral sequence associated to the stratification of JZ~ described above has the form c H,(T(V(S&.
. G,fL A) 1 m(G,) =k where T(v (S,~, ,,, , c,) ) is the Thorn space of the normal bundle to SC,. ,._. G, in _&k. Moreover it is easy to see that the only differential possible in the spectral sequences of the iterated fibrations is the one between the H*(S'; Q) and H*(S2; 62). It is not hard to show that the differential is, in fact, non-trivial, since we can view the iterate fibration as the quotient of an iterate fibration with the building blocks all of the form &,j,Wi_, under a free (diagonal) S'-action. But the S' action is non-trivial on each piece, in particular the S', associated to the pW,O. Thus it cancels this S' out, leaving the S3's associated to the remaining ledges and the S3 associated to SO(3). The result follows. R There are additional structures in the E '-term of this spectral sequence for the homology groups II&_&$; Q). For one, there is a pairing _&& x &'z x C,(C) + "&+, associated with the gz structure of the instanton moduli spaces studied in [23. The pairing takes products of strata to strata, SG,. .._, G, x SG,+I, ,G,+, -SGI. ~ G,,,> and multiplies on the homology Thorn classes UG,. .,, , G, 0 UE,+ ,, , F,+,y t--+ ZJG,, .,. , G,+,. Also, the S' = C,(C) introduces a two variable operation Qr(x, y) with dim(Qr(x, y)) = dim(x) + dim(y) -t 1 into the spectral sequence (see e.g. [4] ).
As a special case we include the E,-term for _&z'~ into the Et-term for Ak+ r by using the product with &I N SO(3). This has the effect of taking each stratum SG,. _, , G, to SC,, ,,_ ,G,,(lj, Consequently, differentials for L&k imply differentials for dk+,. We do not consider the exact structure of these differentials here, but hope to report on them in more detail later.
For now we study the structure of these E,-terms and a few of the differentials for _&* and &Z3. The structure of E, in the case of J&'~ will show the forced existence of at least one unexpected rational class in dimension 5 or 7, and the probable existence of an expected class in 11, which will, in turn, imply the existence of a class in dimension 8 or 10.
There are three strata for AZ_ The first is generic and given as the fibering
Fo, x F,,, -+ V(0) + DP2(C).
The second is F,,, r, x C, and the third is Fc2) x C. The second has codimension 2, and the third has codimension 4, and both the second and third are rationally homotopy equivalent to S3. However, the first is rationally equivalent to S3 x S3 x $r where T interchanges the S3 factors and acts on S' as xo -x. The rational cohomology of this space is isomorphic to that of S' x S3. On the other hand it is known, [7] , that .&?z N Gza3, where i2 is ,1@~/S0(3), so H*(_&Z2; Q) z H*(S7; 0). The spectral sequence converging to N*(_&Zz; Q) has El-term consisting of the cohomology groups of the generic stratum, and the cohomology of the Thorn complexes of the normal bundles to the remaining two strata. Thus we have the following table for E,.
Dim(llflHl, l)(2)
Here, the notation within each closed parenthesis describes the graph type and the set of closed parentheses describes the total fiber in the stratum. The class in dimension 2 for (1,1) is the Thorn class, as is the class in dimension 4 for (2). Clearly, the differentials on these classes go across to hit the classes in dimension 1 less for the generic stratum, (l)(i). Thus, the only remaining class at E, is the one in dimension 7 coming from the stratum (2). The situation for A3 is already considerably more complex. Here we have 6 strata with structure (l)(l)(l), (1, l)(l), (2)(l), f&l, I), (2, l), and (3). The new strata (1, 1, l), (2, l), (3) are
